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On the University Researcher 
as an Entrepreneur 
by Edward J. O'Boyle* 

"HiS goal had alwayS been tO find nOn-ObViOUS SOlUtiOnS tO impOrtant nrr1n1A-· 

but anything non-obvious was anathema to corporate planners and 
tants. "(I) 

"Having him in the teaching group was at times a glorious pain in the ass. 

The researcher is to the university what the entrepreneur is to the business org:llnillll 
tion. Just as the entrepreneur is one of a number of specialists essential to 
enterprise, the university researcher is one of several specialists vital to higher 
tion. This rather brief essay explores the meaning of the foregoing analogy in an 
fort to deepen our understanding of university research. 

The first section establishes that the essential fact of university research is the 
cessant revolutionising of the structure of knowledge from within. The second 
of this essay discusses three principal concepts of knowledge. The third 
shows what happens to the university when knowledge is viewed as power. 
fourth section addresses the related questions as to who the authentic 
researcher is and what be does. The fifth and final part examines the dilemma 
the university in choosing between knowledge as power and knowledge as an end 
itself and how this choice relates to the role of the researcher. 

Revolution from within: The Essential Fact 
Following Schum peter, the entrepreneur engages in these kinds of innovational ac
tivities: 

(1) introducing new goods and services; 
(2) producing old goods and services by means of new technologies; 
(3) cultivating new sources of raw materials; 
(4) opening up new outlets for goods and services; 
(5) developing new organisations for business and industry(3). 

Schum peter asserts that the essence of the entrepreneurial function is not creating or 
inventing but getting things done(4). Even so, the repeated use of the word "new'' 
and the central idea of "creative destruction" make clear that creating is an impor· 
tant characteristic of entrepreneurial activity. 

*Research Associate and Associate Professor of Economics, Louisiana Tech. University, Ruston, LA· 
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D
iversity researcher also engages in several types of creative activities such 

The u 
as: 

uncovering new information; 
~~~ interpreting old facts from new perspectives; 
(c) advancing and testing new hypotheses; 
d) formulating new theories; 
~e) specifying new problems and identifying old ones that occur anew. 

For Schumpeter, incessant revolution from within, creating and destroying at the 
S8Jile time, is the ess~ntial. fact about capitalis~(S). The process of creative .destruc
tion takes time and mvanably encounters reststance along the way. He wntes: 

"TO undertake such new things is difficult and constitutes a distinct economic 
(unction, first, because they live outside of the routine tasks which everybody 
understands and, secondly, because the environment resists in many ways that 
vary, according to social conditions, from simple refusal either to finance or to 
buy a new thing, to physical attack on the man who tries to produce it..." 
"The resistance which comes from interests threatened by an innovation in the 
productive process is not likely to die out as long as the capitalist order persists. It 
is, for instance, the great obstacle on the road toward mass production of cheap 
housing which presupposes radical mechanization and wholesale elimination of 
Inefficient methods of work on the plot."(6) 

Note the striking parallels, for instance, in Taggart's new work on hardship 
among the employed and the unemployed. As to time, the author claims that his 
paper was 15 years in the making. More telling, Taggart, the entrepreneur in the 
academic order, faces the same kind of resistance- vested interests- as his counter
part in the economic order and puts it this way: 

"Just as the unemployment measures were resisted because they would document 
that millions were involuntarily idle, and the poverty measures were resisted 
because they would document the existence of deprivation in our affluent nation, 
hardship measures are opposed because they will show that there are millions of 
Americans, both employed and unemployed, who are failing in or are failed by 
the labor market despite their significant work effort." (emphasis in the original) 
"Today, any new set of measures faces the resistance of a formidable array of 
vested interests - including the academicians who have developed their quan
titative models around poverty and unemployment data, the statisticians who 
have spent their lives refining current measures, the elected officials and client 
groups who stand to lose money if alternative measures are used in resource 
allocation, the press and television commentators who can make a story each 
month from statistical blips in the unemployment rate, and the informed public, 
Which has a general notion of what poverty and unemployment mean, and has lit
tle interest in learning a new statistical language. "(7) 

The resistance runs wide and deep, touching even our finest institutions in both 
Order.s. To illustrate, the man mentioned in the first epigram is given credit for the 
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idea of the silicon chip. Resistance in the form of a lack of the freedom 
real creativity forced this engineering genius to walk away from lhe 
director of engineering and technology at Texas Instruments, the very sarn 
pany that years before helped develop the chip{8). The academic researcher in e 
cond epigram encountered resistance to testing certain new ideas relating to 
industrial strategies. He became "a glorious pain in the ass" to his colleagues a 
Harvard Business School(9). By implication, the resistance to innovation is t 
greater at lesser institutions. 

Just as the essence of capitalism is the incessant revolutionising of the structur 
the economy from within, the essential fact of the (authentic) university is the· e 
sant revolutionising of the structure of the knowledge from within. Both urn.,. ...... ~ 
take time. Further, each generation of students differs from preceding ger1enttiafti 
not so much because they learn from different teachers although that is part of 
reason for sure. Rather, it is because our understanding of the truth of 
changes incessantly. 

In physics, for example, Einstein was one of the greatest entrepreneurs of this 
tury. All physicists today are students o.f Einstein. Even so, Einstein never fi 
work on a general theory of the forces in nature and, for that reason, future 
tions may be less his students than those of someone else. In economics for at 
30 years during this century all economists were Keynesians. Today, however, few 
any students are Keynesian economists. 

As entrepreneurial activity in the capitalist order becomes more scientific, it 
becomes more systematic, and the researcher and the entrepreneur are drawn 
together. The recent re-industrialisation of parts of Massachusetts owes much to 

· prior development of certain highly-regarded centres of higher education in the 
state. 

The entrepreneur in the academic order paves the way for his counterpart in the 
capitalist order. It is this real-world drawing together that makes the analogy in
structive. Indeed, it is not as if the two were alike; the two in fact are becoming one. 
The close ties are plainly visible in recombinant DNA research and product develop
ment where some entrepreneurs are university professors. 

Of the roughly 150 start-up companies marketing biotechnological products, 
many are linked directly to university research scientists(IO). One example is Biogen 
SA, the company which first produced interferon from reprogrammed bacteria. 
Biogen has a scientific board which is controlled by scientists with university ap
pointments. Several of these scientists also sit on the board of directors. These two 
boards share control of the company; the chairman of the scientific board is the co
chairman of the board of directors(ll). 

Three Concepts of Knowledge 
ln his classic work, The Idea of a University, Newman argues that most fundarnen· 
taUy knowledge is virtue, knowledge is power, and knowledge is an end in itself. BY 
knowledge is virtue we mean that when man is less ignorant he may act more vir· 
tuously. Or, simply, knowledge triggers goodness - a change that is internal to the 
actor. By knowledge is power we mean that when man is less ignorant he possesses 
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ower. Or, simply, knowledge triggers action - a change that is external to the 
111ore p Thus knowledge is virtue makes for change toward what is morally good. 
aoter.iedge is power, on the other hand, makes for change that in terms of direction 
f(nO'~e morally good, bad, or neutral. In contrast, by knowledge is an end in itself 
Pla~ean that knowledge is "worth possessing for what it is, and not merely for what 

~~oes"(lZ). · f h · · · · h h f' h d f 'f.he proper obJect o t e umverstty IS nett er t e 1rst nor t e secon concept o 

kflowledge: 
(the) direct business (of knowledge) is not to steel the soul against temptation 

~;to console it in affliction, any more than to set the loom in motion, or to direct 
the steam carriage; be it ever so much the means or the condition of both material 
and moral advancement, still, taken by and in itself, it as little mends our hearts 
as it improves our temporal circumstances. "(13) 

It is, rather, the third concept: 

'IJ.iberal Education makes not the Christian, not the CatboHc, but the 
gentleman. It is well to be a gentleman, it is well to have a cultivated intellect, a 
delicate taste, a candid, equitable, dispassionate mind, a noble and courteous 
bearing in the conduct of life; -these are the connatural qualities of a large 
knowledge; they are the objects of a University. "(14) 

Newman spells out the role of the university as regards research: 

"What an empire is in political history, such is a University in the sphere of 
philosophy and research. It is, as I have said, the high protecting power of all 
knowledge and science, of fact and principle, of inquiry and discovery, of experi
ment and speculation; it maps out the territory of the intellect, and sees that the 
boundaries of each province are religiously respected, and that there is neither en
croachment nor surrender on any side. It acts as umpire between truth and truth, 
and, taking into account the nature and importance of each, assigns to all their 
due order of precedence. It maintains no one department of thought exclusively, 
however ample and noble; and it sacrifices none. It is deferential and loyal, accor
ding to their respective weight, to the claims of literature, of physical research, of 
history, of metaphysics, of theological science. It is impartial towards them all, 
and promotes each in its own place and for its own object."(15) 

In its domain, the empire provided efficiency, order, and tranquility as long as it 
c5tood for the common good. So too the university in its domain as long as it stands 
for knowledge as an end in itself. Just as the subordination of the common good to 
the statism and individualism of the Modern Age has led to incessant wars over con
trol of territory among and within the nation-states that replaced the empire, the 
·subordination of knowledge as an end in itself to knowledge as power has made for 
continuous conflict over control of knowledge among the state, the university, the 
Political party, the media, the business establishment, and even within the universi
ty. 

As knowledge changes, power may shift from one locus of control to another. 
Consequently, walls are erected that protect power by resisting change. Taggart's ac-
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count of resistance to the wider utilisation of the hardship concept in the field 
labour force studies where the activity concept has dominated for more 
years is a fine example of the kinds of barriers that can be thrown up by the 
ty , the state and the media. 

Other barriers may arise within the university that fracture the cotnrnmni 
scholars and thereby impede progress toward the resolution of common 
To illustrate, in a study that investigated the interactions between a person's 
market experience and mental health condition, Couvillion evaluated two 
literature. One set reflected the current state of affairs in the field of 
economics where mental health status is viewed as one of several determinants 
person's labour market success. The other set reflected current thought in the 
health field where labour market experience is seen as one of a number of 
minants of mental health status. Couvillion discovered that: 

"rarely, if ever, do they cross the invisible line which separates one field from the 
other and make effective use of research findings from any field beyond their 
own . .. Even when close parallels exist between the studies, the training and 81• 
titudes of each group of researchers act as a barrier to prevent the free inter. 
change of ideas and findings from one field to another. ' (16) 

Writing in the late 1960s when radicals routinely disrupted life at many weste111 
universities, Schall referred to the subordination of knowledge as an end in itself to 
knowledge as power as the "practical denial that thought is prior to action". He 
argued that other institutions, such as the media, the state, and the business 
establishment, are competing with the university for control over knowledge because 
the rage, turmoil, and fads of academic life are rendering the western university an 
insecure home for the community of schoJars(l7). 

More recently, in an address at Harvard University, Solzhenitsyn asserted that in 
the West, without any censorship, university researchers are "conditioned by the 
fashion of the day". This conditioning and "the need to match mass standards fr~ 
quently prevent independent-minded people from giving their contribution to publill 
life". Solzhenitsyn describes these barriers as "a petrified armor around people's 
minds"(18). 

When knowledge is an end in itself, the university is protected from the fads, mass 
standards, blindness, prejudices, and petrified armour that are so readily apparent 
to Solzhenitsyn. It loses that protection when knowledge becomes power. Worse yet, 
it abdicates its special task and thereby is substantially diminished as an impartial 
source of truth. To paraphrase Newman, the university aims low and hits the 
mark(19). 

From Knight to Bureaucrat; From Researcher to Huckster 
To Schum peter, the entrepreneur in the capitalist system is akin to the medieval 
knight in the feudal system. Just as each knight "counted individuaUy by virtue of 
personal skiU and prowess", each entrepreneur is an individual leader "acting bY 
virtue of personal force and personal responsibility for success"(20). CapitalisJll 
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. to socialism, Schum peter predicted, not because of the failures of the 
tn f h' 

• -.-.rAUivVJ 
but because o 1s successes . 

. pitalist enterprise, by its very achievements, tends to automatize pro-
••S1nce ca conc.Iude that it tends to make itself superfluous- to break to pieces 
~5• :e pressure of its own success. The perfectly bureaucratized giant in
unde~ 1 unit not only ousts the small or medium-sized firm and 'expropriates' its 
dlJstria but in the end it also ousts the entrepreneur and expropriates the 
owner~isie as a class which in the process stands to lose not only its income but 
bOUii~vhat is infinitely more important, its function. The true pacemakers of 
alS~ ~sm were not the intellectuals or agitators who preached it but the Vander
~~8 Carnegies, and .R?ckefel_lers. This result may not !n .every respect be to the 
bU 1~ of Marxian soc1ahsts, st1ll less to the taste of soctalists of a more popular 
~arx would have said, vulgar) description. But so far as prognosis goes, it does 
not differ from theirs." (21) 

and after this transformation, innovational activity becomes routine, deper
and automatic. Just as modern warfare mechanised the mission of the 

lmilllll''"", 
socialism bureaucratises the function of the entrepreneur(22). 

The ~niversity researcher is an authentic entrepreneur only as long as the universi
ty faithfuUy pursues knowledge for its own sake. In this regard, the researcher has 
one cardinal characteristic in common with the entrepreneur's medieval analogue. 
J,lotb the academic researcher and the armoured knight undergo a lifetime of train
ing to acquire and maintain their skills. Seen from the perspective of the Middle 
Ages, the researcher of the Modern Age is a feudal knight protecting the social order 
rrom the new barbarians. 

When knowledge is power, instruction at the university is reduced to voca
tionalism. Its graduates are not gentlemen but professionals, known and esteemed 
less for being noble and courteous than for being skilled and proficient. The 
demands of the economic order systematise instruction from one university to the 
next. Instructional content changes as production, distribution, and consumption 
change. The success of this part of the university's programme depends on the abili
ty of its graduates to function effectively on the job. Programmes that are unsuc
cessful in placing graduates on the job are phased out as cost-effective just as pro
ducers eliminate product lines that do not sell. Short-run results and short-run pro
fits are the order of the day. 

Similarly 1 when knowledge is power 1 the academic researcher becomes a huckster 1 

a peddler of small pieces of knowledge. The known truth is sifted, some parts 
screened in and other parts screened out, to see what will sell. Some of this activity 
ultimately is propagandistic: it is intended to enhance the image of the university. In 
some instances, this propaganda is managed through the university news bureau to 
give it higher visibility in the media. It is as entrepreneurial as a sales pitch. Resear
chers who are focused entirely on image-building serve the university no better than 
entrepreneurs who take their cues from opinion polls and accountants. 
. The image-building university researcher may establish an especially close work
mg partnership with the media in which the researcher relates more to the media 
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than to his professional peers. Specifically by making suggestions as to the 
to be examined and the actual content of the final report, the media 
~ecomes an editor or director and the researcher tran forms into a reporter or 
mger. 

The payoff to the university is improved media exposure which, in tur. 
create a more favourable environment for securing funds from the state 0~ 
private sources. The payoff to the media, if the published results actually 
the region's image as a site for further industrial and residential development 
wider circulation and greater advertising revenues. ' 

The researcher-huckster may forge a direct link wjth development interests by 
ving as a consultant to an industrial development commission or, worse yet by 
cepting an appointment to the commission's board of directors. In this situ~lion 
is anyone's guess as to where authentic research ends and huckstering begins. • 

In contract research, the university, by telling the contractor what he wants 
hear, swaps its integrity for the all-powerful dollar. The high indirect costs that 
charged against contracts are .a source of funds for university programmes that 
not be supported from other funds. It is no more authentic than en n::.~=,reJ:teu1rshh! 
that is directed exclusiveJy toward profits. It is as creative, originaJ, and genuine 
painting by numbers. This researcher-turned-huckster goes by the famiLiar name 
"grantsman' . The grantsman's integrity depends critically on how much truth is b 
passed on the way to documenting what the contractor wants to hear. 

Contract research tied to proprietary interests in the economic order disrupts the 
free flow of information that is indispensable to maintaining a sense of community 
among researchers. The testimony of Stanford University President, Donald Ken
nedy, before a US House of Representatives sub-committee investigating the eom
merciaJisation of academic biomedicaJ research indicates how proprietary interests 
block communication among researchers. 

"There is the prospect of significant contamination of the university's basic 
research enterprise by the introduction of strong commercial motivations and 
potential conflicts of interest on the part of faculty members with respect to their 
obligations to the corporations in which they have consultancies or equity and 
their obligations to the unjversity ... The commercial environment is characteriZed 
by many more constraints upon the openness and accessibility of scientific and 
technical information than is the university environment. Proprietary restraints 
on the free exchange of data have already begun to crop up at biomedical 
research meetings, and are presenting challenges to the policies of scientific 
societies and journaJs accustomed to open publication. Even more damage has 
been done to the informal roots of communication that characterize most 
vigorous fields of basic biological research. "(23) 

Such researchers are no Jess hucksters for walling off small pieces of new knowledge 
that may lead to large profits. 

Sundquist describes how social science research is adulterated by the politician· 
contractor. Invariably, what characterises this kind of research is sifting and by· 
passing. 
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. artisans, and perhaps vigorous ones, what the members (of Congress) want 
:·~fneutral but partisan advice. They want policy advisers who will obtain from 
IS 

0 social science research world the findings that will support their views, or 
the te t.he opposition's views. This does not mean that members are intellectually 
re~upt (sic), only that they recognize that the legislative process has more of the 
~~~acter of an adversary p~oceeding than of an ob~~ti~e, an~lyticaJ, scien~fic 
c ntfertaking. Perhaps more Important, they are realistic m their comprehensiOn 
u f soeial science. They know that evidence is rarely conclusive and that usually 
~sta can be assembled to support any of several points of view in a policy dispute. 
fbeY want their policy adviser to warn them if their case is totally unsound, and 
hence politically vulnerable, but short of that to put together the best possible 
boCIY of data to support the case they have. Even when they are uncommitted and 
open-minded, they want a policy adviser who is sensitive to their peculiar political 
needs and ambitions and who will accordingly come up with policy recommenda
tions that will advance both the public's good and their own or their party's or 
faction's political welfare. "(24) 

In the narrow precincts of research that relates directly to public policy issues, Sund
quisl views the researcher not as an entrepreneur but a "producer of social science 
tnowledge"(25). The emphasis clearly is on production and not innovation. The 
parties involved seem to take quality as a given. A sense that the sifting and by
pas$i(lg may have profound effects on the integrity of the researcher is largely miss
ing. 

Under these circumstances, can anyone be surprised that the western university no 
longer can claim to be the "high protecting power of all knowledge and science"? 
Or, that political parties nurture certain research centres like American Enterprise 
Wtitute and The Brookings Institution that compete with the university for control 
over knowledge? Finally, following Schum peter, it was the succeess of the academic 
researcher as an entrepreneur and not his failure that made him so valuable to the 
contractor. In turn, it was the opportunity to exploit the power of his superior 
knowledge that transformed the university researcher into a huckster. 

The Authentic University Researcher: Who he is and What he does 
The authentic university researcher is identified less by what he publishes and more 
by what he originates. Viewing the researcher as a producer of knowledge is as 
mistaken as looking on the entrepreneur as a production manager. Further, the 
researcher's work need have no practical application. His mission is not to make the 
t(uth profitable in the economic order or instructive in the political order. Rather, it 
~to discover the truth. On the other hand, the mission of the university teacher is to 
conv~y the truth. The one is radical, the other conservative. The radical can be a 
''glorious pain in the ass" to the conservative whenever what is newly discovered 
conflicts with what is already known. 

Good teachers are regular readers who are able to reduce the complex to the sim
ple and the incomprehensible to the understandable. Good researchers are dogged 
detettives who see clues to some hidden truth in the same reality where others see 
mystery or nothing at all. Some persons are good in both capacities just as some are 
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good managers and good entrepreneurs, too. However, the larger truth is 
teaching and research are separate specialities for the same reason that 
and entrepreneurship are separate domains. That is, most fundamentally hu 
ings are differently endowed. Thus, at the university great skill in exposition 
ly is found in one set of persons and great talent in origination in another. 

Personal survival may force a specialist in one area into the other. 
teachers are far more numerous than researchers, there probably are 
peg researchers toiling as round-hole teachers than the reverse. One test to ""'"'r" ........ 
whether a person who has had little opportunity to publish is a researcher is to 
him what he would do on a one-year sabbatical leave at full pay. The ...... 

11
crnllfo 

researcher probably will pour out a stream of ideas that suggest or demonstrate 
creative mind. The genuine teacher more than likely will not. 

Another test that helps identify the researchers from the ranks of teachers is 
quality of graduate student research under their supervision. Since the researc~~~ 
director is a powerful role model for the apprentice-researcher, if the student's wort 
is creative, his director probably is a researcher. [fit is repUcative, he probably is a 
teacher. 

Backward witb tbe Modern Age or Back to tbe Middle Ages? 
If the university continues to promote the modern idea that knowledge is power, it 
can expect to encounter more competition from institutions outside higher educa
tion as to which is to have control over knowledge and how much each is to receive 
in funding. Increasingly, a cost-effectiveness calculus will be applied to the output of 
researchers to assure that resources are not squandered on activities that do not sell. 
Research bureaux will be maintained to facilitate a profit-making regurgitation of 
the known rather than to underwrite a risk-taking adventure into the unknown. 
Under the imperative to publish or perish, teachers will continue to crank out too 
much of the replicative and dull and too little of the creative and stimulating. 

The authentic researcher is driven out because there is no need for creativity in a 
trade-school environment. Moreover, in a world that resists the new and embraces 
the old, the researcher-radical is a threat to the university's competitiveness. 

Extending Schumpeter's argument, it seems ironic that by rooting out creativity 
through a cost-·effectiveness calculus the university fosters the ldnd of mind that is 
receptive to the bureaucratisation and socialisation of the means of production (or is 
incapable of turning them back) and dissuades the type that the economic order 
needs to ward off these developments. Such is the cost of making commercialism the 
object of the university. 

lf, on the other hand, the university were to re-affirm the medieval idea that 
knowledge is an end in itself and to reclaim its role as the "high protecting power of 
all knowledge and science", it can expect to be attacked for not serving the rest of 
society effectively. Further, it will be racked by tension from within and by threats 
from without. From within, there is a tug-of-war between the researcher-radical and 
the teacher-conservative over whose version of the truth is correct. From without, 
there is the threat of the golden-fleece award for creative failures that are intolerable 
to the conventional mind. 
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dilemma of the university is that it is threatened whichever way it turns. If it 
ihees Jcnowledge as power, it is threatened by other institutions that desire control 

di005k.nowledge and that are more effective at supplying the public with what it 
ovett lf it chooses knowledge as an end in itself, it comes under attack for the 
~ ~·1 ideas that it protects and the conventional ones it ignores. 
Ja~cthe university chooses knowledge as an end in itself, the researcher becomes as 

bronistic as an armoured knight in modern warfare. If it chooses knowledge as 
~~er, he may be reduced to a huckster or, as a square peg, forced to fit into a 

round hole. 
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